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Local brewing company introduces complex ale to Bowling Green

The pungent smell of malt fills the air in
and around the building of the Bowling Green
Brewing Company.
Inside, Dale Burden, director of operations
and Ryan Crosby, brewmaster, are making the
local company’s new brew of beer — Pale Ale.
The Bowling Green Brewing Company,
located on Veterans Memorial Lane, has been
in business since last April. The company was
opened in partnership with Robert Evans, one of
the co-owners of Chuck Evans Liquor Outlets in
Bowling Green.
Brewing beer is a lengthy process, Crosby
said.
He has been brewing his own beer for seven
years and now gets to perfect it by working at a
brewery, his “dream job.”
The beer is made when grain (crushed in a
grist mill) is added to hot water in a mash tun (a
big steel barrel).
This activates the enzymes and breaks up
the starches into simple sugars, creating a liquid
called wort, he said.
It is then put into a boil kettle to sterilize and
condense. This is where hops are added. This is
also where the oils and acids come out and the
beer bitters down, he said.
Then the wort is cooled. It is fermented in a
process called open-top fermentation, which can
take a week and a half to two weeks. Here, the
yeast “eats” sugar, leaving carbon dioxide and
alcohol as byproducts.
After the process is done, the alcohol is then
filtered in “brite” tanks, conditioned further and
carbonated. The end product is bottled or kegged.
For many in Bowling Green, the process of
making beer can be an interesting one.
Western alumnus Michael Cowan, of
Russellville, from said he loves to brew his own
beer.
Cowan has made five batches since March.
He said he’s always had an interest in the different types of beer, even before he was able to
drink.
“I love the complex flavors you can get out
of one beer,” Cowan said. “There’s endless possibilities. You can infuse it with fruit. You can
put peppers in it. There’s so much diversity in
taste.”
Working at a brewery like Bowling Green
Brewing Company is a dream of Cowan’s. He
said it would be amazing to learn how to produce
better quality beers and formulate better beers on
his own.
Bowling Green Brewing Company is an
important asset to the community, he said.
See BREW,
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a bachelor’s program in
sports management.
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Don’t forget that Sunday is
the day to turn your clocks
back an hour.

eric paskan/Herald

Ryan Crosby checks one of the stainless steel vats that he uses for brewing beer. Ryan is the brewmaster at the
Bowling Green Brewing Company and is working on finishing up this season’s beer.

eric paskan/Herald

Stainless steel is used for most modern brewing vats
like this one because it doesn’t add flavor to the beer
and can be cleaned using most cleaning agents.

See CANCER,

eric paskan/Herald

Jugs sit empy before being filled with Bowling Green
Brewing Company’s new beer. This type of bottle is
called a growler.
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New program to
encourage degree
completion
Plan targets students who left
HOLLY BROWN
Herald reporter

eric paskan/Herald

Empty beer bottles wait to be filled with a pale ale at
the Bowling Green Brewing Company.

“I love the complex flavors you can get out of one beer. ...You
can infuse it with fruit. You can put peppers in it. There’s so
much diversity in taste.”
— Michael Cowan
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October has a special meaning for Nashville
junior Shante Randolph. It’s not just about
Halloween and sweet treats.
October was Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, and Randolph lost her godmother and
aunt to the disease. She
watched them deterio- Risk factors for
rate and die from breast breast cancer:
being a woman
cancer.
aging
“It’s a long, hard
genetic factors
process, not only for
the person who has it, (genetic history) — 10
but for the family,” she percent of breast cansaid. “It’s traumatizing cer cases are thought
because you see them to be hereditary.
mutated genes
suffer and can’t do
a close relative with
anything about it. The
only thing you can do breast cancer
Causcasian women
is reassure them.”
About
178,480 are more likely to
women in the United develop the disease,
States expected to find but African-American
invasive breast cancer women are more likely
this year. Anything to die from it because
women can do to they generally have
improve early detec- more aggressive
tion, the better, said tumors.
not having children
Kathryn
Steward,
health
education before 30 years old.
oral contraceptives
coordinator at Health
(risk may decline after
Services.
“You can do every- you stop using them).
alcohol consumpthing right and still get
it,” she warned. “But tion
being overweight or
the earlier you detect
it, the better off you’ll obese
be.”
Randolph said she Risk-reducing
thinks the most impor- factors:
tant thing to give somehaving multiple
one when they have children
cancer is love.
breast-feeding,
“The more she especially if continued
received, the more for 1 1/2 to two years.
comfortable she was
evidence is showin passing away,” she ing that exercise may
said.
reduce risk.
Randolph said people often send flow- Source: Kathryn
ers when they hear that Steward, health edusomeone they know cation coordinator at
has cancer, but they WKU Health Services
should go to the hospitals and show that they care. Doing that means
the world to patients, she said.
▼▼▼

Officials announced that
Western has raised $100
million of its $200 million
endowment goal. Page 3A
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Western administrators are working on a
program that could bring former students back
to campus.
Project Finish, an idea born out of a state
initiative called Project Graduate, aims to
reconnect Western with students who left
the university with 90 or more hours without
completing a bachelor’s degree.
“The state has a high priority of increasing the number of college graduates as a way
of increasing opportunities and education,”
Provost Barbara Burch said.
Officials are meeting to work out details of
the program.
President Gary Ransdell said the program
will reach out to students who were close
to completion but left as far back as since
Western was founded.
“We’re talking about people who have
been away from campus for a year or two to
20 years,” Ransdell said.
See DEGREE,
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“A large number of flamingos appear
to be standing in my yard,” said Bowling
Green Mayor Elaine Walker, as she peered
over her front lawn, which had just been
scattered with more than 30 plastic pink
flamingos on Tuesday morning.
While a prank such as this, pulled on
someone like the mayor, usually means
an upset resident or sneaky teenager, this
time it was all in fun.
The flamingos came from Assistant Folk
Studies Professor Christopher Antonsen’s
Urban Folklore class in an activity meant
to explore peaceful forms of protest within
communities.
In this occurrence, there was no protest, and his class has nothing against the
mayor, but each semester someone is chosen to be flocked.
Just as dawn was breaking, students
gathered in front of Walker’s house on
State Street, and were given the signal to
begin the flocking.
The students, some still sipping on their
morning coffee, strolled up, jammed the
metal birds’ legs into the soil and stood
back to admire their work.
Throughout the semester, Antonsen’s
class studies a variety of folklore affecting
people in everyday life. One topic they
touch on briefly is play and friendly protest in the form of pranks and jokes.
Flocking is often used in neighbor-

hoods with strict regulations about lawn
décor as a way for a community to come
together and voice dissenting opinions.
In Antenson’s class, the students
learned about a community in Celebration,
Fla., known as “Disney Town,” where
neighborhoods have taken to flocking
councilmen’s or neighbors’ yards following unhappy resolutions to problems.
Flocking has become such a staple of

Crime reports

Reports

u
Lindsey Wilkerson,
McCormack Hall, reported on
Oct. 30 an assault.
u Justin Frisby, Pearce-Ford
Tower, reported on Oct. 29
an assault in front of the PFT
lobby.
u
Sandra
Winburn,
Harrodsburg, reported on
Oct 27 her purse, cell phone,
Cannon Sure Shot 35 mm camera, Vera Bradley wallet, $100
cash, a debit card and two credit
cards stolen and her passenger
side window broken in her 2002
Chrysler PT Cruiser. The value
of the theft and damages was
$1,420.
u Janet Hall, 1582 Mallory
Court, reported on Oct. 27 her
wallet, driver’s license, credit
and debit cards stolen from her
2001 Volkswagen Beetle. The
value of the theft was $50.
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Antonsen’s class that he began reserving
flamingos at the University Bookstore.
When students received their syllabus
this semester, they also were instructed to
pick up a flamingo.
They only found out the flamingos’
purpose two weeks before the flocking.
Past victims of Antenson’s classes have
included President Gary Ransdell and
Western’s Facilities Management.
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u Davron Gray, RodesHarlin Hall, reported on Oct.
26 her CD player stolen from
her 1993 Pontiac Grand Am in
Adams Street lot. Value of the
theft was $100.
u Daniel Dennett, Keen Hall,
reported on Oct. 26 $140 cash
stolen from his dorm room.

Arrests

u Bridget K. Redmon,
Carterville, Ill., was arrested on
Oct. 30 and charged with alcohol intoxication first offense.
She was released from Warren
County Regional Jail the same
day on time served.
u
Alexander R. Gaeta,
Keen, was arrested on Oct. 29
and charged with possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia first offense.
He was released from Warren
County jail the same day on a

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

$2,040 cash bond.
u Brian A. Hall, Keen, was
arrested on Oct. 29 and charged
with possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia. He was released from
Warren County jail the same
day on an unsecured bond.
u Adam M. Reynolds,
Southwest Hall, was arrested on
Oct. 28 and charged with too
many passengers in vehicle and
driving under the influence under
21 first offense. He was released
from Warren County jail the same
day on a $1,000 cash bond.
u Stephanie L. Manuel,
Collierville, Tenn., was arrested
on Oct. 27 and charged with
careless driving, aggravated
driving under the influence,
possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia. She was released from
Warren County jail Oct. 28 on a
$1,000 cash bond.
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“A 70-year-old college graduate is just as cool as a 21-yearold college graduate.”
Ransdell said he estimates
the list of former students will
include more than 1,000 individuals.
“We have access to a fairly
extensive list of individuals
who have accumulated a lot of
hours, but didn’t complete their

degree,” Burch said.
Dean Kahler, associate vice
president of enrollment management, is in charge of the program. He is co-chairing the task
force with Robert Cobb, director of institutional research.
The task force will have its
first meeting today to discuss
strategies and goals.
“We’re looking at some of
the policies that prohibit or
inhibit individuals from pursuing their degree,” Kahler said.
He expects the task force to
use resources available through-

out the state to help students reenroll and finish their degrees.
“A lot of these individuals don’t realize they left so
close to graduation,” Kahler
said. “Wouldn’t it be a shame
if there were individuals walking around so close without a
degree?”
Administrators predict that
program details will be worked
out within two weeks.
Reach Holly Brown
at news@chherald.com.

Herald
Come visit us!

Two hundred million dollar
endowment goal halfway met
SUSIE LAUN
Herald reporter
When it comes to raising
money, Western’s glass is half
full.
Western officials announced
yesterday that they’ve reached
the $100-million mark in endowments and new gifts and pledges.
That’s important because it
took Western slightly more than
100 years to raise $100 million in
endowments and President Gary
Ransdell expects another $100
million to be raised by 2012, said
Tom Hiles, vice president for
institutional advancement.
Western had $19.3 million
in endowments when Ransdell
became president in 1997.
“It’s very satisfying and
encouraging, but we have a
long way to go to achieve our
vision,” Ransdell said.
An endowment is money that
is donated and invested so that
the interest can be spent.
Western will use the capital
campaign goal to achieve the

Brew
Continued

from page

1A

“It’s good for this area,
because the majority of beer
drinkers in this area drink what
me and my friends call ‘Nascar
beers,’” Cowan said, referring
to popular, inexpensive domestic beers. “There’s so much
more to beer than that.”
He said he hopes that people
will see the local commercial
beer, try it because it is from their
hometown and get drawn into all
the different types of beers.
The science of brewing beer
and the history behind it has
become so interesting for some
that a Biology honors class will
be offered next semester entitled,
“History and Science of Beer.”
Only students who are at least
21 years old can take the class.
The class will be taught in conjunction with the History class,
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endowment goal, Ransdell said.
While endowments and the
campaign are separate things,
the money raised through the
campaign will be used to build
the endowments.
“It’s the university’s savings
account,” Ransdell said. “It’s
a means to recruit and retain
quality faculty and outstanding
students.”
With the endowments,
Western can be more competitive in going after faculty
with high credentials, said Bob
Edwards, assistant vice president in university relations.
“They give us more flexibility in terms of recruiting topnotch faculty,” he said.
Endowments will also allow
for Western to depend less on
state money and have a significant reliable income stream,
Edwards said.
Aside from surpassing the
$100-million mark in endowments, Western has raised
$104.6 million in its capital
campaign.
Ransdell announced on Sept.

“A Cultural History of Alcohol.”
Assistant Biology Professor
Rodney King and Associate
History Professor Andrew
McMichael will be teaching the
classes.
The purpose of the class will
be to focus on the history of
beer in America, how it impacts
the culture and how it continues
to impact it, King said.
“I hope it will enrich their
view of the drink,” King said.
Students enrolled in the class
will learn about how different
ingredients and different strains
of yeast can create different
tastes, he said.
They will also brew their own
beers. After the students get “a
feel for the process,” King said
he wants to take a field trip to
the Bowling Green Brewing
Company and have the brewmaster judge the students’ recipes.
Cowan said the class could
be a great way to educate people
about the complexity of beer.
“I just wish I was enrolled so

www.wkuherald.com

14 the “New Century of Spirit”
campaign and the goal that
Western raise $200 million in
new gifts and pledges by 2012.
About $91 million of the
$104.6 million was raised during the quiet phase of the campaign, which began in 2005. The
quiet phase is when officials
raise money without significant
advertising. Edwards said the
campaign is going better than
officials expected.
Reaching the halfway mark
in the campaign will generate
even more interest in it, Edwards
said. It will give potential donors
confidence that the campaign
will be successful, he said.
“It puts the university in a
more select group of universities nationally,” he said.
Ransdell said he has no
doubts that Western will achieve
its $200 million goal.
“This is a great start and
strong encouragement that we’ll
be successful,” he said.

Reach Susie Laun
at news@chherald.com.
I could take it,” he said.
For now, Cowan will settle for watching the guys at
the Bowling Green Brewing
Company do their job.
Currently people can get the
local beer at Montana Grill and
Rafferty’s as well as all of the
Chuck Evans Liquor Outlets,
Burden said.
The Bowling Green Brewing
Company might consider themselves a mini microbrewery for
now, according to Evans, but they
have big aspirations for the future.
Evans said that within the
next five years, they hope to be
brewing five or six beers continuously, with a seasonal beer
every three months.
One day, Evans hopes they
will have a brew pub.
“Then students will be able
to sit here, buy a pint and take a
growler home,” he said.
Reach Heather Ryan
at diversions@chherald.com.
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OTTOMS

TOPS to the basketball
season starting. This is
Kentucky, so bring on
the hoop sport!
BOTTOMS to how
screwed up parking
and traffic get around
game time. All the more
reason to be inside
watching Western play.
TOPS to Halloween.
Costumes and candy – a
recipe for guaranteed
entertainment.
BOTTOMS to getting
sick off Halloween
candy, and to finding
drunk kids passed out in
your yard. Seriously?

Opinion
STAFF EDITORIAL

About your audience
The faculty and staff listserv emails go out to more
people than you might think. Students, for instance.
Many students at Western may not
know that the faculty and staff members have an e-mail listserv through
which they can exchange messages
with other members of the group.
Members of this listserv may not
know that there are also students who
get those emails.

TOPS to Stephen
Colbert running for
president. At least more
people will be watching
the debates now!
BOTTOMS to Stephen Colbert running for
president. What does
it say about the state
of our political climate
that the facebook group
for him already has well
over a million members?

Most of the emails sent out over
this listserv are things like Halloween
trivia and debates on topics like gun
control and concealed carry. Most discussions have a lighthearted tone, and
jokes and sarcasm are frequent. Every
so often, though, a comment is sent
out that ventures into the gray area of
funny vs. just plain offensive.

Herald

www.wkuherald.com
COMMENTARY

Most, if not all, people who get
a paycheck from the University are
considered staff, and therefore are
automatically added to this listserv.
Members have the ability to opt out of
receiving the e-mails, but there’s no
guarantee that all students do.

TOPS to a Maryland
court awarding $10.9
million in a lawsuit
agains the Rev. Fred
Phelps. He and others picketed funerals,
saying that soldiers died
because America tolerates homosexuality.

Thursday, November 1, 2007
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

We are not in any way trying to
censor the opinions of those who post
to this listserv. Frankly, we enjoy
reading most of the debates and comments, and we’re not exactly easily
offended.
We just think that people who use
the listserv might want to consider just
how broad their potential audience
really is. And we’d like to pass along
some advice that we’ve repeatedly

EVAN SISLEY
Herald photo editor

annie erskine/Herald

been given in regards to social networking Web sites. You may think it’s
just your friends who will see what
you post, but it may also be available
to your professors and future employers (in our case) or to your students (in

yours). It's certainlly good advice for
us, and worth sharing with you.
This editorial represents the majority opinion of the Herald's 11-member
editorial board.
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SUBMISSIONS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Guns are the best
defense against guns

I see from the editorial and
cartoons for Thursday, Oct.
26, that you consulted little
more than your own fears in
concluding that legally carried
guns would make our campus more, not less, dangerous.
In 38 of our states, law-abiding citizens have the right to
obtain a concealed weapons
license. There are millions of
citizens in these states who
have opted to take advantage
of that right. How often do
these citizens shoot somebody
unnecessarily? How often does
a permit holder go off and kill
somebody in a temper tantrum? Almost never. We had
a terrible tragedy up in rural
Wisconsin the other day when
a police officer went berserk
and shot some folks. Does the
College Heights Herald suggest we disarm all the cops?
Would that guarantee it would
never happen?
In Kentucky, we have
more than 100,000 licensees
carrying defensive pistols
every day in cities and towns
across the state. How many
times have any of these folks
caused a problem? None.
John Lott, an economist, did
a study in the late 1990s-the deepest, broadest study of

guns and crime ever done in
America. He wrote a book
called More Guns, Less Crime.
He found that crime always
decreased in jurisdictions in
which citizens were armed. He
presumed that the criminals did
not want victims shooting back.
And you did not, or so it seems,
include in your thinking the
cases in which school shootings have either been stopped
or truncated by school officials
(Pearl, Mississippi) or students
(Appalachian School of Law
in VA) with guns.
This issue is really very
easy – the signs that we have
up everywhere on campus are
the same signs which were
papered all over Virginia
Tech. “Weapons not allowed.”
I obey these signs. I have several CCDW permits, including
KY, and I am an instructor
trainer for Kentucky’s CCDW
program. I have been licensed
since 1994. I have more firearms training than 98 percent
of the police officers in this
country. And I am law-abiding. So I leave my defensive
pistol at home. But here’s the
key question: what will be the
response of an angry or crazed
person bent on mayhem to these
signs? Most of these shooters
plan to shoot themselves anyway so they are certainly not
going to give a second thought

to these signs. “No weapons
allowed” is simply the madman’s guarantee that nobody
will be able to resist his attack.
It should be permitted that
trained, licensed individuals — who are consistently
society’s most conscientious
people — be allowed to carry
their guns on campus. They
should also be introduced to
one another to minimize the
danger of “collateral damage.”
The best defense against a bad
guy with a gun is a good guy
with a gun. After all, when
you finally get a chance to dial
911, if you get that chance at
all, you are asking for, begging for, the good guy with
a gun.
Lee Anderson
Bowling Green
graduate student, history

A poem on the times

Consul History: A poem
of quotes, both personal and
recorded by others. I ask you
to counsel yourselves with
History. The repetition of
time ticks and tocks as clocks
record the past moments lived
and not lived, and as deeds
undone slip into the beyond.
Consul History says to us
“No one has ever succeeded
in keeping nations at war

The Herald encourages
readers to write letters and
commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are
a few guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries
should be 700-800 words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don’t submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right
to edit all letters for style,
grammar, length and clarity.
The Herald does NOT print
libelous submissions.

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed
in this newspaper
DO NOT reflect those
of Western’s employees
or of its administration.

Stephen
Colbert's
got a pair

A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine

except by lies.” – Salvador
de Madariaga. Understand
why the ruled follow blindly,
never to ask, “How strangely
will the Tools of a Tyrant
pervert the plain Meaning of
Words!” – Samuel Adams.
Consul History illuminates
us that “Unthinking respect
for authority is the greatest
enemy of truth.” – Albert
Einstein. Moreover, that
“A peoples’ indifference to
their government will leave
them shackled to dogmas,
behaviors and polices that
were brought about by their
indifference.” So that the
“Search for the truth is the
noblest occupation of man;
its publication is a duty.”
– Anne Louise Germaine de
Stael. Remembering “We
Americans have no commission from God to police the
world.” – Benjamin Harrison.
“History teaches us that men
and nations behave wisely
once they have exhausted all
other alternatives.” – Abba
Eban. Consul History beckons us to our elapsed eon and
the substance that has made
us. It tells us that “Those
who do not know the annuls
of their past, will again tread
in the foot prints of their forbears.” – Annoy.
Corey J. Bryson
Rockfield senior

I remember the first
time my path was fatefully
entwined with that of conservative pundit Steven Colbert.
It was April 29, 2006, and I
was covering the White House
Correspondents Dinner after
party held by Bloomberg News
at the Macedonian embassy in
Washington, D.C.
Colbert and his wife Evelyn
were sauntering down the red
carpet. He had the charm of a
modern Kennedy, minus all that
hippy crap, and commanded
respect the like of which hasn’t
been seen since Communist
Russia. Our eyes met and I
asked him to grace me with
today’s “Word.” He paused, he
turned, my stomach fluttering
nervously and said, “Balls. Big
hairy balls.”
I’ll stop and say at this
point—that actually happened.
Now, moving on, isn’t “big
hairy balls” what America needs
most now? Our next decider-inchief will be forced to deal with
the dangers to democracy that
are looming behind our purple
mountains' majesty. And who
else is more capable of it than
Colbert?
Let me take a moment to
educate you on his platform.
Colbert wrote in a recent New
York Times op-ed about his
plan for America. “On faith:
‘After Jesus was born, the Old
Testament basically became
a way for Bible publishers to
keep their word count up.’ On
gender: ‘The sooner we accept
the basic differences between
men and women, the sooner
we can stop arguing about it
and start having sex.’ On race:
‘While skin and race are often
synonymous, skin cleansing is
good, race cleansing is bad.’
On the elderly: ‘They look like
lizards.’”
This is the type of no-holdsbarred policy America needs.
We need leadership that is not
concerned with thinking their
actions through, but instead
blindly listens to its gut. I
mean look at the alternatives:
Hillary Clinton is clearly lacking a pair, Rudy Giuliani was
ordered by the courts to give
half of his to his ex-wife and
Barack Obama’s are currently
entangled with ex-gay gospel
singers in South Carolina. I
think it is obvious that America
is in need of Colbert and his
“big hairy balls.”
The opinions expressed in
this commentary do not reflect
those of the Herald or the university.
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Student government
presidents to visit Western
MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter

t

The Board of Student Body
Presidents will walk in to
Western tomorrow, and SGA
wants to persuade them to walk
out.
The BSBP will meet here
tomorrow and Saturday to
discuss lobbying efforts, and
SGA President Jeanne Johnson
said she’ll bring up “Walk Out
Western.”
The walk out Thursday was
an effort by SGA to get students involved in lobbying legislators for more money for
universities.
BSBP is a special interest
group of student government
presidents at state institutions
that work together to lobby
legislators for more money for
higher education.
Johnson said she’ll show
board members a video of the
walk out to convince them that it
was effective so other universities will have similar walk outs.
Other student governments
said there might be a possibility
they would host walk outs, but
they wanted to see how Western’s
went first, Johnson said.
This is one of the BSBP
regular monthly meetings to
discuss current business, said
David Fifer, Eastern Kentucky
University Student Government
Association president and
BSBP chair.

BSBP is important because
it gives a lobbying presence in
Frankfort, Fifer said.
Board members compare
notes about what is and isn’t
working in lobbying efforts,
Fifer said.
“The goal is to strengthen
student governments so they
can be doing an even better
job,” he said.
BSBP members will tour
Western Friday and meet with
President Gary Ransdell for
breakfast Saturday morning.
Fifer
said
there’s no specific agenda for
the breakfast.
Ransdell said
he looks forward
to visiting with
the board, but he
doesn’t know the
specific topics
that will be discussed.
He
said
he may share
insights about
the status of the
budget and the political process
in Frankfort.
“It will be a good give and
take, I’m sure,” he said.

the classroom for learning.
SGA had a similar fund last
year, but it was $2,000, said
Cherieth Lineweaver, SGA
administrative vice president.
Senators decided to allot
$1,000 because not all the
money was used last year,
Lineweaver said.
A resolution that would provide SGA support for implementation of United Streaming,
a collection of more than
40,000 video clips put together by the Discovery Channel
for educational
purposes, was
up for first read
at the meeting.
The resolution
doesn’t
provide money
for subscribing to United
Streaming.
SGA
will
vote on the resolution at its Nov.
6 meeting.
Chief of Staff
Skylar Jordan
said he’s working on the Listen
Up Legislators campaign that
will begin in January.
For Listen Up Legislators,
SGA will send letters and
faxes and call legislators to
lobby for more money for universities.

BSBP is a special
interest group of
student government
presidents at state
institutions that work
together to lobby
legislators for more
money for higher
education.

In other business:

SGA passed a resolution
Tuesday creating a field trip
fund of $1,000 for faculty who
want to take students outside

Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.

News brief

Parking spots blocked due to Colonnade
construction

Six parallel parking spots on Hilltop
Drive are blocked for construction on the
Colonnade.
A fence is blocking pedestrians from walking on the side walk in front of the Colonnade.

Pedestrians are directed by signs to walk through
those parking spots behind another fence.
Cars can still go through the driving lane.
Construction to the Colonnade should be finished in the spring.
Disability parking is in the Wetherby lot.

SUMMER III
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS

We invite you to explore the Summer III Student Nursing
Experience with Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. This
program is for junior-year students of a four-year baccalaureate
nursing program. The Summer III program is a paid nursing
experience that begins in early June and lasts for 10 weeks.
This is a supervised nursing program that allows students to
work alongside an RN Clinical Coach. This program also provides
subsidized housing for students.
For more information, and to view a short video about the
Summer III program, please visit our website or contact:

Mayo Clinic

Human Resources, OE-4
200 1st Street SW
Rochester, MN 55905
ph: 800-562-7984
e-mail: summer3@mayo.edu
Application Deadline: January 15, 2008

www.mayoclinic.org/summer3-rst
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Naturalist Jeff Corwin spoke at Van Meter Auditorium on Tuesday night. Corwin is the host of
Animal Planet’s “Jeff Corwin Experience” and recently worked with Anderson Cooper and Dr.
Sanjay Gupta on a multi-part report for CNN called “Planet in Peril.”

Animal Planet star
discusses conservation

JILL ERWIN
Herald reporter
Jeff Corwin is widely known
for hosting Animal Planet’s
“The Jeff Corwin Experience,”
and “Corwin’s Quest” — shows
exploring wildlife. The Emmywinning host has appeared on
“The Oprah Winfrey Show,” and
even had a guest spot on “CSI:
Miami,” portraying himself.
But Tuesday night in Van
Meter Hall, Corwin made a different kind of appearance — to
speak about his experiences as
a modern naturalist.
About 1,200 people attended
the event, said Mina Doerner,
assistant to the dean of Potter
College.
“It was such a nice turnout,”
Doerner said. “Jeff Corwin was
the right mix of personality for
12:44
Page He
1 Ken
the PM
audience.
was Bickel
personable and passionate about his

riences from his shows helped
goals of conservation.”
Corwin focused on conserva- educated students who attended.
tion to preserve natural habitats
“The information he shared
by doing even the smallest things, is very important to hear,”
including recycling and being Garrison said. “It gives input
aware of what humans consume. from someone who knows
“We live in a world, despite exactly what he’s talking about.
our intelligence … where we If people hear a well-known
still make mistakes against person discuss major issues, it
our planet due largely to igno- will give them a chance to be
rance,” Corwin said.
educated and take action.”
Corwin stressed that everyHodgenville sophomore
one makes a difference in what Andrew Johnson
attended
they can do to protect natural because he enjoyed seeing
habitats and keep the world a someone talk about the progmore beautiful place.
ress they’ve made in doing
“We all have responsibili- what they love.
ties to our world, and maybe
“He is so inspirational to do
some of you feel powerless, something that he is very paslike you’re just a bunch of cells sionate about,” Johnson said.
and tissues,” Corwin said to “It is great to see someone who
the audience. “You are an indi- is rewarded with a paycheck
vidual that will leave an echo for doing what they love.”
behind. What will that be?”
Brown
Disk sophomore
74.5: HH664ME/Army
ROTC
Frankfort
Chelsea Reach
JillAds:WKU
Erwin Adrenaline Ad:
Garrison said his personal expe- at diversions@chherald.com.
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Columnist discusses genocide

ERIC ISBELL
Herald reporter
On Tuesday evening, before
a crowd of about 100 people in
Downing University Center, television personality and columnist
Nick Clooney spoke about his
recent trip to the African nations
of Chad and Sudan.
He discussed the “silent horrors” of genocide that had been
occurring between ethnic and
tribal groups in Sudan.
Clooney learned about the
genocide through a discussion
he had with his son, Academy
Award and Golden Globe winner George Clooney.
George Clooney asked his
father why the genocide lacked

significant media attention,
despite the reporters covering it.
Nick Clooney decided to give
the conflict in Darfur as much
media attention as he could.
Nick and George Clooney,
a lawyer and a photographer
set out for Sudan. They did not
bring security along because
they did not want to intimidate
the refugees.
“It’s hard for people to talk
to you with someone standing
behind you with an AK-47,”
Nick Clooney said. “It was
unlikely the security would have
done any good anyway.”
Nick Clooney told the audience that during his 11-day trip
he learned there were 2 million people displaced from their

homes — forced to live in makeshift camps on Chad’s border.
He said the death toll from
the genocide ranges from about
200,000 to 400,000 to date.
Nick and George Clooney
went on a media tour after
returning to the United States.
They appeared on shows such
as “The Oprah Winfrey Show”
and “The Tonight Show”.
Soon after their TV appearances, President George W. Bush
declared the conflict in Darfur a
genocide. He then assisted in
arranging a peace treaty which
lasted about 60 days.
Louisville freshman Matt
Vaughan said he was inspired
by Clooney’s dedication to
bring media attention to the

conflict.
“I think it was great to have
a profound speaker talk to us
about the most profound event
of our lives,” he said.
Nick Clooney urged audience members to make a difference and call their legislators,
senators and newspaper editors
repeatedly to make them do
something about global issues.
“He’s truly a powerful
speaker,” said Louisville freshman Joey Coe. “He had this
passion in his eyes, and when
someone has that kind of passion, you can’t help but listen to
what they have to say.”

Reach Eric Isbell
at diversions@chherald.com.

Armando Sanchez/Herald

Television personality and columnist Nick Clooney stayed to
talk to students and sign autographs Tuesday night at Downing
University Center. Clooney gave a speech about his experiences
in Darfur, Sudan and the genocide that has killed more than half a
million people.

ADMINISTRATION

Regents to swear in new members,
discuss 10-year progress report
met this quarter and there is a
lot of information to go through,
said Liz Esters, secretary for
Western’s main decision the Board of Regents.
makers will be on campus
The board will approve the
tomorrow to discuss major purchase of property at 504
issues.
Regents Ave., for the future
The Board of Regents College of Education Building.
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in the
Officials will need to buy
Cornelius Martin Regents room one more property on Regents
in Mass Media and Technology after approving the location
Hall to swear in two new regents, at Friday’s meeting. Western
approve a property purchase, has made an offer for the
approve an updatproperty, but
ed six-year capital
the deal hasn’t
plan and discuss
been
closed,
several other items.
said Doug Ault,
President Gary
director of planRansdell will give
ning, design and
a 10-year report,
construction.
and the board will
Western is
also discuss inforin the design
mational items,
phase for the
such as Western’s
building
and
strategic plan.
the properties
Regents will
could be demoldiscuss honorary
ished
as early
— Gary Ransdell
doctorate recomas February or
President March, dependmendations, changes in academic proing on weather.
grams, naming facilities and
Ransdell will give his 10-year
revisions in the budget.
report that will go over the progThis will be a long meeting ress that Western has made in his
because the committees haven’t first 10 years as president.

SUSIE LAUN
Herald reporter

“We see this
data as a down
payment on
what we’ll
achieve in the
next 15 years.”

Carryout or Delivery

Enough for 3 or 4

The report is a statistical comparison of aspects of
Western’s operation, such as
academic quality, construction
and enrollment, from fall 1997
to fall 2006.
Complete data from fall 2007
is still being gathered.
“We see this data as a down
payment on what we’ll achieve in
the next 15 years,” Ransdell said.
Associate History professor
Patricia Minter and Jim Johnson
of Bowling Green will be sworn
in as regents.
Minter was elected to be faculty regent on Oct. 1.
Minter said she’s looking
forward to the meeting and
serving faculty on the board.
Johnson is the owner of
Jim Johnson Pontiac-Nissan
Hyundai in Bowling Green.
He was appointed by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher to a six-year term
on Aug. 1. He is replacing Earl
Fischer.
Johnson said he’s excited to
be sworn in tomorrow, and he’s
been a long-time supporter of
Western.

Reach Susie Laun
at news@chherald.com.

Residence Halls and
Academic Buildings Only

Enough for 1 or 2

& Breadsticks or Garlic
Parmesan Breadsticks
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Cancer
Continued

from page

1A

With
her
godmother,
Catherine Bristol, Randolph
was present throughout the
entire process.
She said Bristol was diagnosed in 1999 and died in 2003.
She was with Bristol as she
went through chemotherapy,
lost her hair and wilted from
170 pounds to 98 pounds.
“We had to step up and
show her that we loved her,”
Randolph said.
Randolph was with Bristol
the day she died.
“It was painful to hold her
hand and know that she was
going to die,” she said. “It’s difficult watching the person lose
their breath from their feet up to
their head.”
Randolph’s aunt, Annettee
McKlish, also had breast cancer. McKlish didn’t tell anyone
about her illness because she
didn’t want them to worry.
“Sometimes they just want to
die because they don’t want you
to see them like that,” Randolph
said.
Unlike with her godmother, Randolph was unable to be
with her aunt as the cancer progressed.
Randolph said she didn’t get
to tell her aunt that she loved
her. Her family wasn’t able to
give her what she needed in
her last days of living because
they weren’t aware that she was
sick.
“Boy, is it hard to plan a
funeral without knowing somebody’s last wishes,” she said.
Louisville junior Sara
Fernandes never really thought
about breast cancer until a
woman from her close-knit
church family died from the
disease.
Since then, the seriousness
of breast cancer hasn’t left her
mind.
“It’s something you never
think will happen to someone
you know,” Fernandes said.
The woman died within a
year of her diagnosis. It was
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devastating to watch her die,
she said.
The woman was in her midthirties and did not think she
was at risk, Fernandes said.
That’s why it was detected so
late, she said.
“It really woke us all up (at
church),” she said. “My mom
immediately started going and
getting mammograms again.”
Alvaton junior Agnus Allison
recalls having a breast cancer
scare a few years ago.
Allison found a lump on her
breast and immediately went to
the doctor to have it checked.
It turned out to be an enlarged
gland, and not a cancerous
tumor.
Allison makes sure she gets
tested every year for breast cancer, because she was affected by
it growing up.
Allison had a neighbor who
had a mastectomy because of
the disease.
Though it was 19 years ago,
the struggle and pain she witnessed her neighbor go through
ingrained in her the importance
of early detection.
Fernandes said that even
though the woman in her church
is gone, she is thankful for her
story because it makes her think
about it.
“I didn’t pay attention until it
affected me,” she said.
Bowling Green sophomore
Lyndsey Duke also knows the
importance of early detection.
One of her close friends had

an isolated cancer lump in her
breast, which was removed
before it was able to spread to
other areas of her body.
It was a huge wake-up call,
she said.
Women in their 20s and 30s
should have a clinical breast
exam every three years. After
age 40, women should have
clinical breast examinations
every year. If you are at high
risk, meaning greater than 20
percent, get a breast magnetic
resonance imaging and a mammogram every year, Steward
said.
Women have a one in eight
chance of getting invasive breast
cancer and a one in 35 chance of
dying from it, said Steward.
Duke is now a member of
TopperWell, a peer health education program.
She said one of her biggest
priorities as a as member of
TopperWell is letting students
know what resources are available to them.
She stresses the importance
of regular self-examination.
“(If you find something) I
recommend going and getting
it checked out immediately in
the Health Services Center,”
Duke said. “We would rather
you come in and be cautious
than have it turn into something
else.”

CAMPUS GOVERNMENT

Athletics director consults SGA
on increasing football attendance

MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter
Athletics Director Wood
Selig asked Student Government
Association senators at the SGA
meeting Tuesday night to help
find ways to get more students
to go to football games.
Executive Vice President
Johnathon Boles, who sits on a
faculty advisory committee for
athletics, said a meeting with
SGA would increase student support for Western football because
members represent all students.
Selig said meeting with SGA
helped him understand the general unawareness about discounted
guest ticket prices and future
changes in the student section.
Students are allowed to purchase guest tickets for $5, and
guests are allowed to sit in the
student section, Selig said.

The entire lower level of
Houchens Industries-L.T. Smith
Stadium will be designated to
students.
The athletic department is
offering incentives, such as Red
Alert, to increase student support, said Heather Soto, marketing and promotions coordinator.
Red Alert rewards students
who attend games with Western
apparel. Making more students
aware of incentive programs
could increase student support
at games, she said.
SGA helped come up with
ideas to reach students, such
as advertising benefits on
Western’s Web site and using
groups on www.facebook.com.
Senators said e-mails weren’t
as effective because students
sometimes delete e-mails without reading them.
Senators also told Selig that
games later in the day would attract

more students.
Western is transitioning from the
Football Championship Subdivision
(formally Division I-AA) to the
Football Bowl Subdivision (formally Division I-A).
“Next year Western will be
full-fledged I-A,” Selig said.
“Student attendance helps the
team win games and improves
the atmosphere in the stadium.”
NCAA standards require
Football Bowl Subdivision
schools to average 15,000 in
attendance at games, or they
could lose bowl eligibility.
Western sold 9,201 season
tickets, so the issue is more
about student support than community support, Selig said.
“We want to figure out how
to create the best home field
advantage,” he said.

Reach Michelle Day
at news@chherald.com.
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1 Large 1-Topping Stuffed Crust for $9.99
Offer Expires 12-30-07
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2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas for $10.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.

C\mmT@beX
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MD

1 Large 1-Topping Pizza & Order of
Cheesesticks OR Quepapas for $13.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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2 Large 2-Topping Pizzas $15.99
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust

Offer Expires 12-30-07

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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Consideration is more important than punctuality
That’s What She Said
Heather Ryan

Something’s been bugging
me for a while. It’s caused me
to lose sleep, have horrible
days and develop an inconvenient twitch in the corner of
my eye.
It all started last week, after
the torrential monsoon we
experienced.
I was minding my own business, dodging the mud puddles
while walking to my car on
Chestnut Street. I turned the
corner onto Regents Avenue,
and I saw this elderly woman
speed down the road, through
the water-covered street and
completely drench a woman
walking only 25 feet in front
of me.
I yelled at the woman,
“Seriously! Can you believe
that? So inconsiderate!” I felt

V

really bad for her.
Just then, she looked past my
direction and fear came over
her eyes.
Before I knew it, a huge
Dodge Ram or Ford F-onesomething-or-other came racing
down the street and covered me
in filthy, muddy, probably polluted water.
That’s when the twitch
began.
Have we lost all sense of
consideration? Has it come to
the point where we all seriously
think that the world does really
revolve around each one of us?
Have we become “me first”
fools?
OK, granted most people
aren’t like this all the time, but
I’m getting the feeling it’s happening more often. Nobody can

Gideon

Continued

from page

10A

But many of Gideon’s best
memories from the program
come from off the court.
“The road trips,” Gideon
said. “The time I get with the
girls when we’re just laughing
and carrying on, and just having
a great time together.”
Junior middle hitter Megan
Argabright has played next to
Gideon since Argabright was a
freshman.
Argabright said she will miss
her.
“I think it’s so weird to see
Jenna go,” Argabright said. “She’s

say they haven’t done it before.
Ever fought for a parking
spot at Wal-Mart so you could
walk 10 feet instead of 15?
Ever sped up when you saw
someone waiting to cross the
street?
There are countless examples.
Why do we do it? Are we
so rushed that every millisecond counts?
I know, and I’ve said it
before, we all live fast-paced
lives. We’ve all got places to
be, people to see, yadda yadda
yadda.
I don’t think anybody is
going to be proud that they
got anywhere in record time
if they almost hit a couple of
pedestrians on the way.
None of that really matters. When we die, no one
is going to say, “Gee, that
Heather Ryan, she was always
on time.”
Most of us would want
someone to say we were
been my mentor or leader.”
Gideon was part of a program
that won four consecutive Sun
Belt East Titles and a Sun Belt
tournament championship. The
Lady Topper teams Gideon has
played on have a 46-6 record
against SBC opponents. On top
of that, the Lady Toppers have
gone 46-6 at one of Gideon’s
favorite places, Diddle.
While Hudson said he thinks a
lot of Gideon’s dreams have come
true in her four years on the Hill,
what she is going through now is
something close to a nightmare.
Last weekend, she was on
the bench in street clothes. Her
presence was still seen while
she was helping the team during
warm-ups.

always considerate of others or
we always put our friends and
family first. Nice things. Good
things. Important things.
If you’re really worried
about being somewhere on time
or just being the first — leave
earlier. No one should have to
worry about being pushed, hit
or splashed because you’re in
a rush.
No, this doesn’t strictly
apply to vehicle skills. It’s
a matter of showing a little
respect for each other.
All it takes is a little thought
about someone else, a figurative
half-second walk in their shoes.
No one wants to be known as a
“me first” fool. After all, Justin
Timberlake said it best: “What
goes around, comes around.”
Trust me, just give a little
thought to your fellow students.
Karma (and the twitch in my
eye) will thank you for it.
Reach Heather Ryan
at diversions@chherald.com.
“I’ll be devastated if I can’t
play on my senior day,” Gideon
said.
Hudson called her chances
of returning “nowhere close”
following the match on
Saturday.
If Gideon doesn’t get to play
this weekend, that means the last
time she did play in Diddle was
the Lady Toppers’ 3-0 sweep
over rival Middle Tennessee
State on Oct. 15. If that’s the
last match for Gideon at home,
she say’s that’s all right.
“If I have to go out, that’s the
way I want to go out,” Gideon
said.
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@chherald.com.

Greatness

Continued

from page

10A

The Toppers come off two
straight victories, scoring 50 or
more points in both games.
“You’ve got to give a good
amount of credit to the running
backs,” Elson said. “I think
you see them beginning to get a
feel for the zone play. They’re
getting a feel for where those
cuts are going to take place
and finding those creases and
making people miss.”
Sophomore running back
Tyrell Hayden leads the team,
rushing for 671 yards and
eight touchdowns.
Western rushed for 373
yards against North Carolina
Central last Saturday.
Senior quarterback David
Wolke said the offense has
really come a long way since
preseason camp.
“I believe the reason for
that is the O-line, tailbacks
and receivers playing really

t
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well,” he said. “We run the
ball a lot. That opens the
passing game and makes it
a little easier on us to throw
down the field.”
Black said whenever the
team can run for 300 yards in
game, it really loosens up the
quarterback position.
This
season,
Wolke
and Black have combined
for 1,229 yards and seven
touchdowns through the air.
On the ground, they have
rushed for 560 total yards
with five touchdowns.
Elson said the team has
to guard against feeling too
good about themselves and
stay focused.
“We saw that we have to
tackle better defensively,” he
said. “This week is going to
present that challenge because
they like to run the football.
They like to run the Power and
run the Zone and they have an
athletic quarterback.”
Reach Will Perkins
at sports@chherald.com.

Sports briefs

Lady Topper tennis competes at invitational
Memphis, Tenn. — The
women’s tennis team competed
in the Lady Tiger Invitational
here last weekend.
Sophomore Frances Trigg
won the Division 4 singles
consolation defeating Lauren
Williams of Lispcomb in the
semifinals 6-2, 6-4 and then
beating Katelyn Fulcher of
Murray State 6-2, 6-4.
Junior Marija Djuran earned
two victories in Division I
singles, beating Lipscomb’s
Raphaela Jann 6-3, 6-2 and
Ball State’s Haly Calderwood
6-2, 6-2. She fell in the semifinals 6-2, 6-2 to Latetitia
Bourgeon of Arkansas-Little
Rock.

Junior Erin Fulkerson
defeated Diana Woodcock of
Tennessee Tech 1-6, 7-6, 10-2,
but dropped a 6-4, 6-4 match
to Michela Cruise of Southern
Illinois in the next round.
Freshman Carrie True
took care of Caitlin Khouri
of Lipscomb 6-2, 6-1 in the
Division 2 singles consolation
bracket, before dropping a 6-3,
6-4 match to Anne Weijenborg
of Arkansas-Little Rock.
Freshman Leanne Caplinger
won her first match against
Britt Kuertz of Lipscomb 62, 6-3 in the Division 3 singles bracket. She then fell to
Murray State’s Ashley Pierson
6-2, 6-2 in the quarterfinals.

Women place 12th at Troy invitational
Montgomery, Ala. — After
making a seven-shot improvement over their first day score
(324-317), the women’s
golf team moved up two
spots Tuesday in the final
round of the Troy Women’s
Invitational, finishing 12th in
a field of 18 teams with a
score of 641.
Sophomore JoAnna Smith
carded her best single-round
of the 2007 season Tuesday,
shooting a four-over-par 76.
The score, which was an eight
shot improvement over her
first day total, was one stroke
off her career-best round,
last spring at the Samford
Intercollegiate. She finished
the tournament with a 160,
good for a tie her for 46th
place.
Freshman Jordan Magruder
finished with the Lady Toppers
best overall score, shooting a
79 in both rounds, the best
two-round score (158) of her
career. The Louisville native
tied for 32nd place out of 96
golfers.

Junior Lauren Scholl also
fired a 79 on Tuesday to give
her a two-day total of 159,
tying her for 36th place overall.
Sophomores Emily Wolff
and Victoria Sansom rounded
out the final day’s scoring for
the Lady Toppers, shooting
rounds of 83 and 86, respectively. Wolff finished the
tournament with a score of
164, while Sansom carded a
172.
The tournament, which was
held at the par-72, 5,926-yard
Arrowhead Country Club, was
a two-day, 36-hole affair.
Jacksonville State claimed
the team trophy with a score
of 611, while Daniele Dunlop
of Nicholls State earned medalist honors with a cumulative
score of 150.
This was the final tournament of the fall semester for
the Lady Toppers, with the
team returning to action in
2008 during the spring season.
— WKU Athletics

A rural-based education for rural students

Degree in Physical Therapy
The University of Kentucky’s physical therapy program at the
UK Center for Excellence in Rural Health has transitioned to
the clinical doctoral level. This entry-level professional program is taught at the center’s Bailey-Stumbo Building in
Hazard. At this modern, 57,000-square-foot facility, students
receive an advanced education with smaller class sizes. Up to
16 students per year are accepted into the program on the
eastern Kentucky campus.

Deadline to apply is Jan. 18, 2008
For more information, contact student affairs coordinator
Pam Bates at (800) 851-7512 or psbank0@email.uky.edu,
or visit www.mc.uky.edu/ruralhealth/pt.asp
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Tourney hopes are slim but strong

MEN’S SOCCER

Continued

RYAN CAREY
Herald reporter
Western’s chances for making a bid into the Missouri
Valley Conference tournament
have slimmed since losing three
of their last four matches.
But Western isn’t out of it
yet, and hope is still alive.
“You just got to think positively,” senior goalkeeper Kyle
Schroeder said. “(You) can’t
think that you’re going to lose.
You just got to go out there and
make sure you do your job.”
The Toppers can’t lose either
of their last two matches of the
season. Missouri State, one place
above them in sixth place in
the Missouri Valley Conference
standings, must lose at least one
of their last three matches.
Western players are trying
not to concern themselves with
what happens with Missouri
State as they get ready to face
Mercer this weekend.
“I think we can’t really worry
about (the Missouri State situation),” freshmen forward Ben
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Backstrom said. “And just focus
on what we can do and take care
of our business and beat Mercer.”
The Toppers are looking
for their first MVC tournament
appearance since the 2003 season.
One would think the pressure
would be tremendous, but there’s
faith in the locker room that the
team can handle it, Schroeder said.
“I think a lot of players
respond well to pressure,” he
said. “And hopefully, our team
is one of those.”
As the seniors try to give
some advice and leadership,
Schroeder said they don’t want
them to be too tense, but at the
same time you don’t want to be
too relaxed about it.
“When you’re too tense, you’re
too nervous and that causes you to
start making mistakes,” he said.
“And when you’re too relaxed,
you play like it really doesn’t
matter, and then the intensity isn’t
there when you need it.”
The fact that the team is
young doesn’t appear to come
into play as much for the team.
Many of the younger play-

ers have come from successful
club teams and already know
about the pressure of playing
at a higher level means, senior
forward Ben Backstrom said.
“It’s been tough,” Backstrom
said. “But we’re really competitive and we’re gonna keep playing hard.”
The coaching staff believes
that it really doesn’t need to do
anything to try to motivate the
team any more than it already
is, Holmes said.
“The only thing we can do is
play well,” Holmes said. “We can’t
control what another team does.”
Western will try to maintain its
focus and concentrate on getting
their third win of the year in a 6 p.m.
showdown on Saturday at Mercer.
Missouri State is not completely off Western’s mind.
“We need to talk about it,”
Backstrom said. “But our main
focus needs to be on what we
need to do and maybe just check
on the (Missouri State) scores.”
Reach Ryan Carey
at sports@chherald.com.
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As a result, MTSU forward
Holly Grogan was named Sun
Belt player of the week for the
current week.
The Lady Toppers have a
career record of 1-3-2 against
the Blue Raiders.
“Any match against MTSU
is going to be a tough, physical
match,” said senior defender
Alaina Atcher. “Any victory
over MTSU is exciting.”
Neidell said that the game

Sting
Continued

from page
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the Sun Belt Conference. These
circumstances makes a big
difference in the number of
scholarships a school can give out.
“Beating a Division I school
that people have actually heard
of would give a nice ring to
our program,” junior Trey Chelf
said. “It would really say a lot.”
The Lady Jackets are coming
off a sweep in a quad meet at

will also be used to prepare
for the Sun Belt Conference
tournament.
“We feel like this match is
a tune-up match for what lies
ahead for us,” Neidell said.
Niedell said that a sense
of urgency is important, due
to the single-elimination
format of the conference
tournament.
This match is also the last
time the four seniors on the
team will play at the WKU
Soccer Complex.
Even though they officially
had their senior night festivities
last Sunday against Denver, this
game will still be emotional,
Florida Gulf Coast University.
During the meet they broke
five school records.
“We are going to treat this
meet like any other meet,”
freshman Kaitlyn Casper said.
“We are just going to have to
swim faster than last weekend
and step it up a notch.”
The Toppers will look for their
team chemistry to help pull them
through against the ACC school,
junior Jennifer Adams said.
The freshman class will be
looking to build on last week’s
success. Many of them had
impressive finishes in various

Atcher said.
“It is really exciting to
see how the program has
improved,” Atcher said. “but
at the same time, you know
you can’t come back and play.
This is an important (match)
for us.”
Niedell said that this being
the senior’s last match is a big
deal for the upperclassmen.
“The attitude is very
positive,” Neidell said. “And
all the players want to pull
together for the seniors and for
the conference (match).”
Reach Chris Acree
at sports@chherald.com.
events, such as Claire Donahue
in the 200-yard butterfly, Greg
Gerum in the 400-yard freestyle
relay, Casper in the 100-yard
freestyle, and Brittany Doss in
the 200-yard breast stroke.
“We will be mentally prepared
for the meet,” Adams said. “I’ve
never swam in a dual meet since
I’ve been here and our team is
really coming together.”
Action will begin at 1 p.m.
Saturday at the Georgia Tech
Aquatic Center.
Reach Kori Farr
at sports@chherald.com.

College Heights Herald
Classifieds
The College Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

Savannah Thomas, Classifieds Manager

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Travel

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

All utilities PAID!
1 BR $539; 2 BR $589
3 Minutes to Campus!
Fitness/Business Center
coming Fall 2007! New
hardwood! Sparkling Pool! Now
Pre-Leasing for Winter/Spring
Semester. Call 781-5471

1, 2 & 3 Bdrms.

Nice 2 bdrm apt for rent.
Close to campus.
1328 Adams St. $375/month.
NO PETS.
Lease and deposit required.
Call 846-2397.

Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go
free. Call for Group Discounts.
Best Deals Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

The College Heights Herald
is now hiring for the following
positions: Sales (Advertising
Department), Feature Writers,
News Staff, Artists and
an Online Assistant. The Herald
is a great Resume Builder!
Come by Garrett Conference
Center Room 122 to apply or call
745-2653 with any questions.

Undercover Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day.
Undercover Shoppers needed
to judge retail and dining
establishments. Exp. Not RE.
Call 800-722-4791

www.greenhavenapartments.com

••••••••••••••••••••

1 Bdrm. Apt.123 E. 11th St.
washer/dryer hookup $325,
2 Bdrm. 1425 State St. $425,
3 Bdrm. house 1301
Center St. $450,
Please Call 781-8307
for more information.

••••••••••••••••••••

Extra Nice Apartments
Newly REMODELED Inside

New 21 Station Fitness

Center and Business Center.
Adjacent to WKU shuttle.
Call 842-4063 or visit

www.cameronparkapts.com

••••••••••••••••••••

Office Space for Rent
Large 1800 sq. ft.

Location: 2052 Russellville Rd.
Bowling Green, KY .

Will re-model to suit your

needs. For more information
call 270-843-8722 or
270-535-2886.

••••••••••••••••••••

For Rent

Lampkin Place

Must See To Appreciate

and
Hillside Apartment
communities

3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Downstairs

* One and Two Bedrooms
* Close to Campus

Hardwood Floors

Call Abby, Jessica or
Shannon for more information.

1359 High St.

Large Bedrooms

Tile Kitchen & Bath
$900 month

2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Upstairs
Tile Kitchen & Bath
$500 month

Please call (270) 535-1155

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

New Construction Houses
located near Water Park.
3 Bdrm, 2 full baths,
new appliances, 2 car garage.
NO PETS.
1000/mo. rent/deposit.
Please Phone 270-268-0825.

••••••••••••••••••••

Furnished 4 bdrm. on
corner of Park & Cabell
$585/mo. Please call 784-4550.

••••••••••••••••••••

Across from Cravens Library
Furnished efficiency clean
$300/mo. No pets
Please call 202-1784.

••••••••••••••••••••

Roommate wanted!
2 bedroom apt. $225/mo. +
deposit & some utilities.
Phone 796-7949.
Close to Campus.

••••••••••••••••••••

Call today for new pricing.
782-8282
www.chandlerproperty
management.com

••••••••••••••••••••

Apartment Hunting?

Lost & Found
A set of keys were found in
front of Garrett Conference

Off Ironwood. Christmas, an-

tiques, kids clothes, furniture.
Coffee & donuts available.

Classified Ad??

$6 for first 15 words
30¢ each additional word
Deadlines to
place a
classified are:

Tuesday’s Paper- 4pm Friday
Thursday’s Paper- 4pm Tuesday

Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject to the Fair Housing
Act of 1968 which makes it illegal to advertise “any preference, limitation, or discrimination
based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, handicapped status, families with children,
or any intention to make such a preference, limitation or discrimination.” This newspaper will
not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the law. Our readers
are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised in this newspaper are available on an equal
opportunity basis. Please notify the Fair Housing Council at 502-583-3247 or 1-800-558-3247 if
you feel there has been a violation.

Golf Tee Times,
Group Rates &

Price Matching

www.wkutravel.com

40% Commission goes to WKU

••••••••••••••••••••
# 1 Spring Break Website!
4 & 7 night trips to Bahama
Party Cruise, Panama City,
Acapulco, Cancun & more.
Low prices guaranteed.
Group discounts for 8+.
Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips!
Campus reps needed.
www. StudentCity.com or
call 800-293-1445.
••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

Roommate Wanted
••••••••••••••••••••

C all

today

to place your

C lassified !
745-2653

••••••••••••••••••••

Note to Readers: The College Heights
Herald screens ads for misleading or false
claims but cannot guarantee any ad or
claim. Please use caution when answering
ads, especially when asked to send money
or provide credit card information.

••••••••••••••••••••

Earn $800-$3200 a month
to drive brand new cars
with ads placed on them.
Please visit
www.adcarreps.com

Movie Extras.
New opportunities for
upcoming productions.
All looks needed no experience
required for cast calls.
Call 877- 218- 6224

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

Qualified bicycle mechanic
with previous experience
in bike assembly and bike
repair. Good mechanical aptitude a plus. Please apply
in person to Nat’s Outdoor
Sports. 842-6211

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

Runner needed for busy law
office flexible hours
call Bonnie 782-2760.

Flexible hours
Part-time Sales/delivery.
Could be multiple openings
competitive pay. Neat
appearance. Call 991-4919.

••••••••••••••••••••
Part-time delivery
driver needed.
Apply in person
1104 Broadway Ave.

Pets & Animals

Guys & Girls Haircuts $6.00
Barber College of South
Central Kentucky. 782-3261

1605 Single Tree Way,

to place a

Resorts, Hotels,

••••••••••••••••••••

to describe and claim.

Saturday Nov. 3rd 7am-3pm

Want

Locally owned and operated.

Book Flights,

Having puppies or kittens??
Sell ••••••••••••••••••••
them here! Call 745-2653

HUGE YARD SALE

www.chandlerpropertymanagement.com

Spring Break 2008

Center. Volkswagon key plus
other keys and gadgets on the
ring. Please Call 745-2653

Yard Sales

Call Today 270-782-8282 or visit

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••

Miscellaneous
••••••••••••••••••••

Textbooks
••••••••••••••••••••

For Sale

After market car parts for sale
17 in. Black with chrome lip (4
lug) wheels n-1 exhaust 2 auto
meter guages , carbon-fiber
dash pod (single), carbon-fiber
front splitter white carbon-fiber
tach, and intake super-charger
$1000 obo (retails $2350)
everything new never been
used 270-202-2752.

••••••••••••••••••••

Help Wanted
Evening laundry person needed
hours are 5pm-9pm.
M, T, Th, F and every other
weekend. No experience
necessary, come by Harborside
Health Care 1381 Campbell
Lane to fill out applications. EOE.

join peace corps
come to an information meeting
and learn more
Wednesday, November 7
6:00 Pm central time
mass media & technology Building
room 249
for more info, visit www.peacecorps.gov or call 800-424-8580

City of Bowling Green

Communications Dispatcher Assistant
• Assist with the entry, checking, and validation of LINK/NCIC
entries and to perform clerical duties for the Police Department
as assigned.
• Communicating with dispatchers, officers, and other police
agencies; executing clerical tasks such as maintaining records and
files through a computer database.
• Hours likely Tuesday through Saturday, evening shift; flexibility
required.
• High School Diploma (or GED) required, with one to two years of
clerical and computer experience in a law enforcement environment.

Completed applications and resumes must be
submitted by 4:00 pm, November 9th.
Interested applicants should obtain an employment application from the Human Resources
Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling Green. www.bgky.org
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Western Kentucky University
Run dates: 11/1, 11/6
Size: 3.7” wide by 4” tall

▼

INSIDE
Men’s Soccer

Tops hold on to slim playoff
hopes againts Mercer
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FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

Gideon’s
senior year
both dream
and nightmare

▼

EVENTS
Today

▼

Men’s Basketball vs.
Campbellsville (exh.), 7
p.m., Diddle

Tomorrow

ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter

Women’s Soccer vs.
Middle Tennessee, 6 p.m.,
WKU Soccer Complex

▼

Volleyball vs. Troy, 7 p.m.,
Diddle

Saturday

Football at Chattanooga,
1 p.m.
Volleyball vs. South
Alabama, 2 p.m., Diddle
Men’s Soccer at Mercer,
6 p.m.

▼

Swimming at Georgia Tech,
1 p.m.

Sunday

▼

Women’s Basketball vs.
Lindsey Wilson (exh.), 2
p.m., Diddle

Monday

t

Men’s Basketball vs.
Kentucky State (exh.) 7
p.m., Diddle

Sports briefs

Kelly eligible again
for Wooden Award

For the second straight
year, Western senior forward
Crystal Kelly has been named
to the preseason top-30 list for
the John R. Wooden Award.
The list is composed of 30
female student-athletes who,
based on last year’s individual
performances and team records,
are the frontrunners for one of
college basketball’s most coveted trophies. All of the top 30
candidates are returning players. Transfers, freshmen and
medical redshirts are not eligible for the preseason list.
Kelly, the preseason Sun
Belt Conference Player of the
Year, and a preseason candidate for the WBCA Wade
Trophy, is poised to become
both the Lady Toppers’ and
the Sun Belt’s all-time leading scorer during her senior
campaign. Kelly is coming off
a junior season that saw her
earn both Kodak/WBCA and
Associated Press All-America
honors after dropping in a
school-record 770 points.
The Wooden Award is
named for the three-time college basketball All-American,
1932 Player of the Year and
10-time national championship coach at UCLA.
– WKU Athletics

CONTACT
Sports Editor
DAVID HARTEN:
sports@chherald.com
Photo Editor
EVAN SISLEY:
photo@chherald.com

LUKE SHARRETT/Herald

Sophomore wide receiver Brad Savko runs the ball during Wednesday’s practice. The Hilltoppers are gearing up for their
away game against Chattanooga on Saturday.

Revisiting greatness
Toppers return to the site of 2002’s NCAA Division I-AA title game.
WILL PERKINS
Herald reporter
The last time the Western football team walked
out of Finely Stadium in Chattanooga, Tenn., they
walked out as national champions.
It was Dec. 20, 2002, and the Toppers had defeated McNeese State 34-14 in the NCAA Division
I-AA title game.
“That was such a great experience,” coach David
Elson said. “And it seems like such a long time ago.”
Elson, an assistant coach on that team, said victory is a big part of the reason Western’s football
program is going in the direction it is today.
Aside from Elson, assistant head coach T.J. Weist
is the only other current member on staff from that
2002 title team.
The Toppers (5-3) return to Chattanooga on
Saturday, not for a title game, but for a 1 p.m. kickoff
against the team that calls Finely Stadium home, the

Chattanooga Mocs (2-6).
Western defeated Chattanooga 28-21 last year
in Houchens Industries-L.T. Smith Stadium.
Chattanooga leads the overall series 8-4, with a 4-2
mark at home.
Elson said the Mocs have not changed too much
from last year.
Chattanooga returns a veteran offensive line and
senior quarterback Antonio Miller who ran for three
touchdowns in last year’s contest.
This season, Miller has passed for 1,115 yards and
10 touchdowns with six interceptions.
Redshirt freshman quarterback K.J. Black said the
team cannot underestimate the Mocs.
“I know they’re better than their record shows,”
Black said. “I can tell you that they’re going to come
out and give us their best shot like everybody else
has.”
S e e G R E AT N E S S ,

page
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Teams open with exhibition games
Western will open their exhibition
slate at 7 p.m. tonight at Diddle Arena
against Campbellsville.
The Tigers participated in the NAIA
Tournament last season, losing to
Concordia in the second round, 72-83.
The Toppers return six seniors, and
have been battling injuries in the recent
weeks. Coach Darrin Horn said he
believes everyone should be ready,
including sophomore forward Jeremy
Evans, who had a sprained ankle.
“I think the players are even more
excited than I am,” Horn said. “Because
we really need to play somebody else
to get some sort of gauge on where
we are.”
It will be the first time since the 196566 season that the Toppers open up
their season against Campbellsville.

The Toppers return their top two
scorers from a year ago, senior guards
Courtney Lee and Tyrone Brazelton.
Lee has been honored with three
preseason accolades thus far. He was
named an All-Sun Belt team selection,
as well as being named to the 50-candidate watch lists for the James A.
Naismith and John R. Wooden awards.
The Toppers complete their exhibition schedule at 7 p.m. Monday against
Kentucky State.
The Lady Toppers play their lone
exhibition game against Lindsey Wilson
at 2 p.m Sunday in Diddle Arena.
The Blue Raiders, had a record of
16-16 last season. They are an experienced team, featuring six seniors and
three juniors.
Senior center Terran Duncan is
the top returning scorer for the Blue
Raiders, averaging 15.5 points per
game. She was also second on the team
in rebounds with 5.5 rebounds a game.

The Toppers return their top four
scorers, including senior forward
Crystal Kelly, who averaged 24.1 points
a game last season, second-best in
the nation. Junior forward Dominique
Duck contributed 11.8 points a game.
Kelly, who was named the Sun
Belt preseason player-of-the-year and
is also a candidate for WBCA Wade
Trophy and John R. Wooden awards,
also led the team in rebounding, pulling down 9.4 boards per game.
Coach Mary Taylor Cowles said she
will be trying out different combinations of players in the line-up during
the game.
“Every year we look at the importance of our preseason exhibition
games,” Cowles said. “This year we
will be able to try some different combinations.”

Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@chherald.com.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

For Lady Tops: win or tie equals title
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
For coach Jason Neidell, last
Sunday’s loss may actually turn out to
be a good thing.
“I think when you take a hard-fought
loss, sometimes it is what you need to
realize that there are teams that can
beat you,” Neidell said. “And you have
to fight for every inch, and battle every
second to make a Sun Belt tournament
championship a potential reality.”

The Lady Toppers (13-2-2, 8-1-1
Sun Belt Conference) wrap up the best
regular season in team history with
a match against Middle Tennessee
State on Friday. It is a match between
the top two teams in the conference
standings.
The Lady Toppers have earned at
least a share of the regular season Sun
Belt conference title. A victory or a
tie against the Blue Raiders (10-5-3,
7-2-1 Sun Belt) will give them the title
outright.

This season not only marks the first
Sun Belt regular season title in the program’s history, it is also the first time a
team besides North Texas and Denver
has won the regular season title since
2000.
Middle Tennessee has had a successful season as well. They’re riding a
four-match win streak, including a 1-0
win against Denver last week, ending
the Pioneers’ five-match shutout streak.
See TITLE,

page
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SWIMMING & DIVING

BASKETBALL

CHRIS ACREE
& ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporters

Following a match this season,
senior middle hitter Jenna Gideon was
asked how it felt to be back in Diddle
Arena following a road trip.
Gideon gave that smile Lady Topper
fans have become accustomed to and
said, “I love Diddle.”
For the last four years, Diddle Arena
has been Gideon’s
volleyball home.
Saturday against
South Alabama,
she will be there
for her last match
as the team’s lone
senior.
A shoulder injury that took place in
Jenna Gideon
the match at New
Orleans on Oct. 20
may put a damper on Gideon’s final
chance to play in front of the home
crowd. Coach Travis Hudson said they
are hopeful she can return by the end of
the season, but she cannot lift her arm
above her head right now.
At press time, the time frame for
Gideon to return from her injury was
listed as day-to-day.
Gideon has played in 115 matches
in her career, and currently has a career
hitting percentage of .351. She was
a two-time All-Sun Belt Conference
selection in 2005 and 2006 and was
named with Most Outstanding Player
of the 2005 Aeropostale Sun Belt
Conference Tournament.
“If you have 12 Jenna Gideons, you
never have any problems,” Hudson
said. “Not only is she a talent, but she
always gives you everything she has
and you don’t ever have to worry about
whether or not she is going to show up
or not.”
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Toppers
hope to sting
Yellow Jackets
KORI FARR
Herald reporter
It is a routine that never gets old.
For the ninth straight season,
Western will go into their third meet of
the year undefeated.
The Toppers (4-0 men, 4-0 women),
take their unblemished record to Atlanta
to square off with the Georgia Tech on
Saturday.
The dual meet against the Yellow
Jackets (1-2 men,
3-3 women) is the
first ever between
both teams.
The two teams
competed against
each other along
with four other
teams in the
Georgia
Tech
Invitational Nov.
— Bruce
18-20, 2005. The
men
finished
Marchionda
third, while the
Coach
women finished
fourth.
“The difference this time is we’ll see
the best from both teams,” coach Bruce
Marchionda said. “In an invitational,
you don’t get their whole team like you
do when you go head to head.”
This meet will feature two completely different Division I swimming
programs.
Georgia Tech is a fully funded
Division I school in the Atlantic Coast
Conference. Western is a Division I
mid-major school not fully funded in

“The
difference
this time is
we’ll see the
best from
both teams.”

See STING,
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“Really I just

focus
on the

team.”
DANIEL HOUGHTON/Herald

Courtney Lee: Taking one for the team
ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter
Senior guard Courtney Lee rated his
performance last season on the court as
“not that high.”
He was hampered by a foot injury
following a loss at Nebraska on Jan. 5
and never returned to the familiar success that he had prior to the injury. He
also suffered a hand injury at the end of
the season.
But now Lee is back to 100 percent,
has had treatment for the foot in the offseason and is predicting a “real good
season.”
“It feels good,” Lee said. “I’m just
able to move the way I want to move
without pain.”

Lee returns following his junior year, in
which he averaged 17.3 points per game.
Besides undergoing treatment for
the injured foot in the summer months,
Lee was invited to attend the Lebron
James King’s Academy in June. He
also attended the Vince Carter Skills
Academy in July.
“When I came back I told all the
guys the level of competition there is
no different than what it is here,” Lee
said at the team’s annual media day on
Tuesday. “The only big difference is the
name on the jersey and that’s it.”
Lee said he learned a lot from both
James and Carter at the camps.
The individual accolades as well
as near-record breaking statistics are
all present for Lee. He currently has

the career record for free-throw percentage, and is in the top ten in threepoint field goals, three-point field goal
attempts, and three-point field goal
percentage.
But Lee is willing to make sacrifices
if it means a trip to the postseason.
“Really I just focus on the team,” he
said. “I’ll give that all up to make it to
the NCAA tournament. I mean, I’ll average four points as long as we get to the
tournament.”
Coach Darrin Horn agrees.
“He doesn’t have to score more
points or get more rebounds or any of
that stuff,” Horn said. “I think Courtney
needs to just take an approach where his
mindset is ‘I’m going to play at the highest level’.”

Horn said with the way that Lee
plays, both numbers-wise and athletically, there is an expectation to play at a
high level every night.
“That’s a challenging thing to do
and I think we’ve seen him grow
in that every year without question,”
Horn said.
Sophomore guard A.J. Slaughter has
had the opportunity to go up against Lee
in practice early in the season.
“He’s one of the best players in
college basketball right now. He’s got
toughness, he’s strong and he’s fast.”
And he’s primed to make a run for
March.
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@chhherald.com.

MEN’S BASKETBALL SEASON PREVIEW

Hilltoppers mix youth with
experience to establish an
identity in the NCAA
ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter
The championship banners
above the Diddle Arena floor
hung still early Tuesday afternoon. The storied arena sat
silent.
Each banner represents a
piece of Western basketball history. They are mostly about
postseason history: Final Four
appearances, conference championships and NCAA tournament appearances.
The latter has not had an
addition in recent years.
Six seniors will try to add
to the symbols of success that
hang from the rafters, and give
coach Darrin Horn his first trip
to the NCAA Tournament in
five years at the helm.
“To this point we’ve had
tremendous effort and attitude
and are making strides in the
areas we want to grow in early
on as we establish our identity,”
Horn said.
The Toppers’ identity this
year will have more size than
last season.
Western signed three freshmen as forwards — D.J. Magley,
B.J. Frazier and Kentucky’s Mr.
Basketball, Steffphon Pettigrew.
They average 6-foot-7-inches
tall and 230 pounds.
“Physically, they’re all ready
to come in and compete,” Horn
said. “And they all bring something different to the table.”
Redshirt junior forward
Japeth Aguilar, a 6’9” 210-pound
transfer from the Philippines,
will also add a presence in the
post.
And while the Toppers do
have six seniors, only two are
currently penciled into the probable starting lineup, released
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this week.
best player on offense,” he said.
“We definitely have more “Courtney has helped me out a
experience this year,” Rogers lot with that. I accept my role.
said. “More than any year since Coach gave me a role and I
I’ve been here, as well we should accept that role.”
be deep. Seems like every year
Horn said defense has a
I’ve been here we’ve gotten large part in putting Magley and
deeper and deeper. We’re ath- Slaughter in the starting lineup.
letic and we’ve got a lot of guys
“We feel like that is an area
that can contribute.”
that we can continue
This year, Rogers
to grow in and make
could be one of the
a strength for us as
top reserves for the
well.”
Toppers. Horn said
Lee and Brazelton
he expects Rogers to
were both All-Sun
be one of the first
Belt
Conference
men off the bench.
selections last year.
“I think that will
The
Topper’s
work out great,”
schedule
pits
Rogers said. “I’m
them against last
willing to do whatyear’s five NCAA
ever is best for the
Tournament parteam and help us
ticipants. Four of
get wins.”
those match-ups
Senior guards
come in the nonCourtney Lee and
conference portion
Tyrone Brazelton
of their schedule,
will be joined by
including matchsophomore guard
ups against three
A.J.
Slaughter,
nationally-ranked
sophomore
foropponents.
ward Jeremy Evans
“The purpose
and Magley in the
of the non-conferstarting line-up for
ence schedule is
tonight’s exhibito prepare us for
tion game against
conference
play
Campbellsville.
and to prepare us
“We are countfor March,” Horn
ing on some young
said. “And also
— Darrin Horn —
guys,” Horn said.
with success give
“When we say
us an opportunity to
Coach
young, these are
either have an atfirst year newcomers or guys large bid or to put us in a posilike A.J. Slaughter and Jeremy tion that when you do win the
Evans.”
conference tournament, to have
Slaughter said he has put on a higher seed.”
15 pounds since the beginning
And on top of that, adding to
of his freshman year and is real- the history in the rafters.
izing what goes into his role as
a starter.
Reach Andrew Robinson
“Just guarding the team’s at sports@chherald.com.
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tremendous
effort and
attitude and are
making strides
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“Being a

scorer

is what I do

best
for this team”
DANIEL HOUGHTON/Herald

Crystal Kelly: Rewriting records
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
When it comes to asking who is the best
player in the Sun Belt Conference this season, the answer could be Crystal clear.
“I don’t worry a lot about Crystal Kelly,”
coach Mary Taylor Cowles said. “She’s just
a really special young lady. The other thing
that makes her so valuable for our team is
not just what she does on the stat line and in
a game, but the way she goes about representing herself and the women’s basketball
program.”
Senior forward Crystal Kelly returns for
her final season in a Lady Topper uniform.
The Sun Belt Conference preseason
player of the year, Kelly hopes to improve
on last year’s 23-9 record and earn a trip to
the NCAA tournament for the first time in

her career.
“We have really high expectations this
year,” Kelly said. “We really have such a
talented team, and if we sharpen the little
things in practice, I think we should have
no problem.”
Kelly rewrites the school’s record books
with each passing season.
She holds the school record for points in
a season, season scoring average and season
field goal percentage per game.
She also holds the team record for
career scoring average, career field goal
percentage, rebounds a game, free throws
made and free throws attempted.
She was the fastest player in team history to 1,000 and 2,000 points. Kelly holds
the records for most points scored by a
freshman, sophomore and junior.
Kelly needs only 226 points to break

the school career scoring record held by
Lillie Mason.
“Being a scorer is what I do best for this
team,” Kelly said. “Having the records is
nice, but I can’t pass the ball to myself, so
all credit goes to my teammates.”
Fifth-year senior forward Charlotte
Marshall has played alongside Kelly
her whole career, and said she has been
improving her game beyond the arc.
“Crystal has been hitting outside shots,”
Marshall said. “So that’s going to be a big
challenge for teams we play this year.”
Kelly has also made her mark in the
Sun Belt.
Kelly has been named to the all-Sun Belt
Conference first team for three consecutive
seasons. She needs 250 points to break the
Sun Belt conference career scoring record.
Kelly has been a player on the national

scene as well. Last season, Kelly was second
in the nation in scoring average and field goal
percentage, averaging 24.1 points per game
and making 62.4 percent from the field.
Prior to the season, Kelly was an honorable mention for both the Kodak/WBCA
and the Associated Press all-American
teams. This season she is a candidate for
the WBCA Wade Trophy and the John R.
Wooden award, given to the best women’s
collegiate basketball player in the country.
Kelly said she and her fellow seniors
are prepared for what lies ahead.
“I think I can speak for my other two
seniors when I say it’s bittersweet,” Kelly
said. “It’s been such a great ride, but at the
same time I know we are ready to move on.”
Reach Chris Acree
at sports@chhherald.com.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SEASON PREVIEW

Lady Tops work to improve
on last season and advance
to the NCAA tournament
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
When asked about the goal
of the Lady Topper basketball
team, senior forward Crystal
Kelly said it was simple.
“We want to go to the NCAA
tournament,” she said.
Coach Mary Taylor Cowles
and the Lady Toppers hope
to improve on last season’s
Women’s National Invitation
Tournament semifinals appearance.
The Lady Toppers’ regular season opens with the preseason WNIT, which has a field
that includes seven teams that
participated in the last year’s
NCAA tournament, including
Final Four participant Louisiana
State.
For Western, the tournament
begins against East Tennessee
State at 6 p.m. on Nov. 9 in
Diddle Arena.
Senior forward Charlotte
Marshall said a strong performance at the preseason WNIT
would provide legitimacy for
the program.
“It’s a great opportunity,”
Marshall said. “But it starts with
East Tennessee State and that’s
all we’re worried about right
now.”
Five teams on the Lady
Toppers schedule ended last season ranked in the top 25 polls:
North Carolina, Vanderbilt,
Louisville, Middle Tennessee
State and George Washington.

Middle Tennessee has won for our team because not only
the Sun Belt conference cham- are we relying on these young
pionship the last four years, and ladies to come in and contribwent undefeated in the confer- ute, they are going to have to
ence last season.
do it in a very quick fashion,”
The Lady Toppers will face Cowles said.
a second team that reached the
Cowles fellow Sun Belt
2007 Final Four in
coaches hold the
No. 3-ranked North
Lady Toppers in high
Carolina.
regard.
Similar to last
Before the season,
season, the Lady
Western was picked
Toppers play three
to win the Sun Belt
in-state opponents,
East division. Kelly
Morehead State,
was named to the preKentucky
and
season all-Sun Belt
Louisville, durfirst team and preing the 2007-2008
season player of the
campaign.
year.
The
Lady
Junior forward
Cardinals finished
Dominique
Duck
last season ranked
was named to the
among the top 25
preseason all-Sun
teams in the nation
Belt second team.
in several polls,
Cowles said she
and have played
is looking forward to
the Lady Toppers
the coming season.
every year since
“I’m just excited
2000.
about the overall
Western last
energy and enthuplayed Kentucky
siasm our team has
in 2003, losing
been able to bring
76-63, and has
forward in the first
Mary Taylor
a 13-17 record
two weeks of prac— Cowles —
against the Lady
tice,” Cowles said.
Coach
Cats. The Lady
“And we just strive
Toppers have not
every day to continlost a game to
ue with that kind of
Morehead State since 1982.
enthusiasm and energy as we
Cowles said upperclassmen get into the season.”
leadership will be critical in
light of the tough schedule.
Reach Chris Acree
“It’s truly crucial this year at sports@chherald.com.

“I’m just
excited about
the overall
energy and
enthusiasm our
team has been
able to bring
forward in the
first two weeks
of practice.”
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DANIEL HOUGHTON/Herald

Magley Magic
Brother - sister duo bring size, talent to the Hill
CHRIS ACREE
& ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporters
On Nov. 8, 2006, freshman forward D.J.
Magley signed a national letter of intent to
play basketball at Western.
About five months later, Magley’s sister,
junior forward Jessica Magley, decided to
transfer to Western from Rhode Island.
Now they’re on the Hill together.
“Going somewhere and to have my sister
come with me is pretty awesome, I think,”
D.J. said.
Jessica is looking to make an impact on
the Lady Toppers without playing a minute
in a game this year. She is forced to sit out
this season under NCAA transfer rules,
though she will be able to practice and
travel with the team.
“I’ve loved it so far,” Jessica said. “We
have such a great coaching staff that are so
experienced and know what they are doing,
and fabulous teammates who hold each
other accountable.”

Coach Mary Taylor Cowles thinks very
highly of Jessica.
“Jessica Magley is an incredible young
lady,” Cowles said. “She’s a very fundamental, solid basketball player. But even
more so than that she’s a very bright and
talented young lady off the court.”
D.J. said that Jessica’s work ethic motivates him.
“I see her in the gym a lot, shooting and
stuff. It just make me want to come and
shoot too,” D.J. said.
Athletic success runs deep in the
Magleys’ blood line.
Their father, Dave, was selected as
Indiana’s Mr. Basketball before going on
to a four-year career at Kansas and a brief
career in the NBA.
Their oldest sister, Jennifer, was a
national champion and four-time tennis allAmerican selection at Florida.
Though they are both very competitive,
don’t expect to see a one-on-one matchup
when the two are shooting together.
“We kinda stopped playing the one-on-

one game back in middle school,” D.J. said.
“It just started getting a little too brutal. I’d
go up and block a shot and she’d be like
‘oh, that’s not a foul? I’ll show you what a
foul is’ and she’d whip her hair into my face
and hit me and stuff. And I’m a guy so I’m
not allowed to hit back.”
Jessica reminisced on those times as well.
“We used to play back in the day and I
used to beat him,” Jessica said. “But there
came a point in time when I realized I probably wasn’t going to get a lot of points out
of him.”
Coach Darrin Horn said that D.J. should
have an immediate impact with the Toppers
and is a probable starter in Western’s exhibition tonight against Campbellsville.
“I’m excited for my little brother,”
Jessica said. “I’m really excited for D.J. that
he’s going to be able to go there and do his
very best as a freshman and I’m going to be
cheering as hard as I can for him.”
Reach the reporters
at sports@chherald.com.

Mary Taylor Cowles: Coach has extra drive in year five
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
With five seasons under her belt,
coach Mary Taylor Cowles is looking
to do something she has not done in
four years.
Cowles and the Lady Toppers have
not been to the NCAA Tournament
since her first season as head coach.
Cowles’ basketball career has had
close ties to Western. She was a player
from 1988-1991 and was named the
Sun Belt Conference tournament MVP
in 1991.
She returned to the school in 1995
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as an assistant for then-coach Paul
Sanderford. Cowles then served as
associate head coach under Steve
Small from 1997-2001 before taking
the helm as the head coach starting in
the 2002 season.
The last five years under Cowles
have been successful ones for the Lady
Topper program.
After getting off to a 5-7 start early
in her first season, Cowles quickly
rebounded and coached the team to a
22-9 record, the Sun Belt Conference
East division title and Sun Belt regular
season and tournament titles. She won
the first of her two Sun Belt coach of

the year awards, and earned a trip to
the 2003 NCAA Tournament.
Since that first year, the Lady
Toppers have garnered four straight
20-win seasons, and Cowles joins
Sanderford as the only coach to do so
in their first five seasons. She has an
overall record of 112-49, and has won
nearly 70 percent of her games. Her
conference record is 60-14, a winning
percentage of .881.
Six of her players have made allSun Belt teams, three of those multiple
times. Four players have been named
to all-Sun Belt tournament teams, and
Tiffany Porter-Talbert, a Lady Topper
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from 2002-2006, was named Sun Belt
player of the year in 2006. Senior forward Crystal Kelly was recently named
preseason SBC player of the year.
Cowles’ players have had success in
the classroom as well, with 100 percent
of her players graduating from Western.
Senior forward Charlotte Marshall
said the environment of Western’s program was a big draw for her.
“I love coach Cowles,” Marshall
said. “When I came to Western one
thing I was looking for was a family.
That’s one thing she brings to a lot of
us. That means so much to me.”
This season, Cowles returns four

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

starters on last season’s team that
reached the semifinals of the Women’s
National Invitation Tournament for the
second consecutive season.
Even with all this success, Cowles
said that something has been missing
since her first season as head coach, an
NCAA tournament berth.
“The lack of participation in the
NCAA tournament is something I take
very personally,” Cowles said. “It’s not
something myself or this program is
accustomed to.”
Reach Chris Acree
at sports@chherald.com.
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Lady Tops
balance new
faces and
veterans
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
A championship ring needs
more than one jewel, and the
Lady Toppers’ basketball team
hopes to have the perfect accessories in the team’s quest for a
title.
“I think we have a real good
balance of new faces and veterans on this team,” senior forward Crystal Kelly said.
This season’s Lady Topper
basketball squad is young.
Freshmen make up the bulk of
the team, with six newcomers
on the 13 player roster. Also
new to the program is junior
transfer Jessica Magley, who
enrolled in the summer but will
be forced to sit out this season because of NCAA transfer
rules.
Rounding out the rest of the
team are two sophomores, a
junior and three seniors.
Senior forwards Charlotte
Marshall and Nadege Muna
compliment
Kelly
at
the forward
spot.
Marshall
started in all
32 games
she played,
averaging
7.2 points
and
5.5
rebounds a
game. Her
rebounding average
was secondmost on the
team.
Coach
Mary Taylor
Cowles is
looking to
the upperclassmen
to provide
leadership.
“I think
— Mary Taylor
our upperColwes c l a s s m e n
Coach are doing a
great job,”
Cowles said. “And obviously
when you bring that many new
faces in and you are relying on
those new faces the way that
we are, the upperclassmen have
got to step up and provide that
leadership.”
A key player in this role
is junior forward Dominique
Duck. Second on the team with
11.8 points-per-game last season, she was named to the preseason all-Sun Belt Conference
second team.
“Leadership-wise, I think
Dominique realizes that a lot
of our success could lie on her
shoulders as well,” Cowles said.
“I think her focus has been
really good in practice and she’s
taken on that leadership with
the younger girls as well.”
The team’s two sophomores,
guards Brooke Faulkner and
Kenzie Rich, look to provide
solid guard play for the Lady
Toppers.
While Faulkner saw limited
action, averaging only 8.3 minutes a game, Rich started in 20
games last season.
She does most of her damage beyond the arc. She made
56 three-pointers last season,
shooting 35.7 percent from the
perimeter.
“I was brought here to
shoot,” Rich said. “I think I
really improved on my shooting
last year. It’s been a lot easier
(this year) because I came in
and I knew what I was expected
to do and what I needed to do.”
Marshall said the versatility
of the entire team is going to be
a big factor this season.
“It’s fun to watch to see that
somebody is not just consistent
in one spot but that we can do it
all over,” Marshall said. “Pretty
much everybody can play pretty
much every spot.”
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Seniors push to make NCAA tournament appearance
ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter
Coach Darrin Horn has been in college coaching for 12 years. This will be
his fifth at the helm of the Toppers.
His plans are to keep coaching for 30
more years and have more opportunities
to make it to the NCAA Tournament.
On the other hand, Horn realizes that
for Western’s six seniors, this season is
their last chance as players.
“The sense of urgency builds up,”
senior guard Courtney Lee said. “The
thought comes in your head that this is
the last go-around so this year you gotta
make sure you go out with a bang.”
The Toppers have fallen short the
last two years.
Last season, they were eliminated in the semifinals of the Sun Belt
Conference tournament, losing to
Arkansas State 73-80.

In 2005-06, they missed the NCAA
tournament with a 23-8 record.
Now, Horn comes to the 2007-08
season with one focus.
“My sole purpose in coaching this
team this year is to get these seniors
to the NCAA Tournament,” Horn said.
“This is a group that everything about
them is what’s good about college basketball. They’re great kids.”
Horn said the seniors deserve to end
their careers with an NCAA Tournament
appearance.
“I think the sense of urgency is that
we’re in our fifth year and these seniors
deserve to go, and we want them to go
out that way.”
In additon to Lee, senior guards
Tyrone Brazelton and Ty Rogers want
to make it to the tournament.
Brazelton is entering his second year for
the Toppers after transfering from Missouri
State-West Plains junior college. He’s tak-

ing a one-game-at-a-time approach.
that’s the same feeling from the juniors
“Ultimately, our goal is to get to the to the sophomores to the freshman. We
tournament,” Brazelton said. “And then all wanna get there.”
when we get there, it’s not just winning
In addition to Lee and Rogers, senior
one game. We wanna
guard Adam Howard and
make a run.”
senior forwards Boris
The seniors have also
Siakam and Mike Walker
taken steps off the court
were Horn’s first recruitto build the team.
ing class. Redshirt junior
“We’ve tried to become
forward Matt Maresca
as close as possible as we
was also a member of
can as a team,” Rogers
that class, but redshirted
said. “We’ve really
due to an injured wrist
bonded over the summer.
sidelined him for the
— Darrin Horn that
Starting with the seniors,
entire 2004-05 season.
Coach
we really worked hard
The 30-game season
this season and tried to
will tell if they’ll be the
improve our games individually. And that first to take Horn to the promised land.
carried over to our underclassmen, and I
“This is a group that truly deserves
think that made us a lot better as a team.” it, without question,” Horn said.
How bad is the urge to be a part of
the field of 65 come March?
Reach Andrew Robinson
“We want it bad,” Lee said. “And at sports@wkuherald.com.

“My sole purpose in
coaching this team
this year is to get
these seniors to the
NCAA tournament.”

“...When you
bring that
many new
faces in and
you are
relying on
those new
faces the
way that
we are, the
upperclassmen have
got to step
up and
provide that
leadership.”

Reach Chris Acree
at sports@wkuherald.com.
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“The

way
we play is

unique”
DANIEL HOUGHTON/Herald

Tyrone Brazelton:
On a ring and a prayer
ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter
Senior guard Tyrone Brazelton would
like to walk away from the Topper program
with a physical reminder of the success he
had at Western.
A ring from winning the Sun Belt
Conference championship.
It’s hard to forget the breakout January
Brazelton had last season following the foot
injury to senior guard Courtney Lee.
In the eight games between Jan. 6 and
Jan. 31, when Lee was out or saw limited
minutes, Brazelton averaged 17.3 points per
game. Brazelton averaged 12.8 ppg in his
first season as a Topper.
Brazelton said he feels like he can grow
off the adjustments he made last season
following his transfer to Western from
Missouri State-West Plains Junior College.
“The way we play is unique,” Brazelton
said. “We like to push the ball and find
people in transition. And I think the year
helped me because like I said, I got a better relationship with my teammates. Cause
now I know where they’re going to be on
the court, I know what they’re thinking and
they know what I’m thinking. I think it is
going to pay big dividends this year.”
Brazelton said he would like to do a
few things differently this year, including
cutting down on the turnovers and getting
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more wins and assists. Brazelton had 106
turnovers in 33 games.
“I like to look at it like last year is last
year,” he said. “We’re gonna build on things
we didn’t do well and just make it better.”
Much of what the Toppers stressed at
media day on Tuesday was the need to
improve their defense this season.
“I take the blame,” Brazelton said. “It
starts with point guard. I’ve got to be the
leader on the floor. As far as defense and
offense, I’ve got to set the tone.”
Brazelton was the only player to start all
33 contests last season. He also shows plenty
of unselfishness in his game – he led the
team with 133 assists, the ninth-highest total
in school history, and he had 20 individual
games in which he led in assists.
Coach Darrin Horn said he believes they
may see the biggest difference in Brazelton and
how he plays than anyone else on the team.
“It’s hard to do what we ask point guards
to do. Period,” Horn said. “We want them
to run the team, make decisions, also score
the basketball.”
Along with senior guard Courtney Lee,
Horn called Brazelton the most dominant
player in practice thus far.
Dominance is good when your goal is a
championship ring.
Reach Andrew Robinson
at sports@chherald.com
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